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Abstract

The multi-level storage architecture has been widely
adopted in servers and data centers. However, while
prefetching has been shown as a crucial technique to ex-
ploit the sequentiality in accesses common for such systems
and hide the increasing relative cost of disk I/O, existing
multi-level storage studies have focused mostly on cache re-
placement strategies. In this paper, we show that prefetch-
ing algorithms designed for single-level systems may have
their limitations magnified when applied to multi-level sys-
tems. Overly conservative prefetching will not be able to
effectively use the lower-level cache space, while overly
aggressive prefetching will be compounded across levels
and generate large amounts of wasted prefetch. We take
an innovative approach to this problem: rather than de-
signing a new, multi-level prefetching algorithm, we devel-
oped PreFetching-Coordinator (PFC), a hierarchy-aware
optimization applicable to any existing prefetching algo-
rithms. PFC does not require any application hints, a priori
knowledge on the application access pattern or the native
prefetching algorithm, or modification to the I/O interface.
Instead, it monitors the upper-level access patterns as well
as the lower-level cache status, and dynamically adjusts the
aggressiveness of the lower-level prefetching activities.

We evaluated PFC with extensive simulation study us-
ing a verified multi-level storage simulator, an accurate
disk simulator, and access traces with different access pat-
terns. Our results indicate that PFC dynamically controls
lower-level prefetching in reaction to multiple system and
workload parameters, improving the overall system perfor-
mance in 94 out of the 96 test cases. Working with four
well-known existing prefetching algorithms adopted in real
systems, PFC obtains an improvement of up to 52% to the
average request response time, with an average improve-
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ment of 16% over all cases.

1 Introduction
Motivation Today’s applications, commercial and scien-
tific alike, rely more and more on the ability to store,
share, and analyze large amounts of data. Yet with the
growing performance gap between I/O systems and proces-
sor/memory units, data storage and accesses are inevitably
becoming more bottleneck-prone. It has therefore become
more critical to efficiently utilize main memories available
in the system as buffer caches, through demand paging and
prefetching, two widely adopted techniques.

Meanwhile, as service-based (especially web-based) ap-
plications prevail, cache management frequently has to be
extended to multiple levels. For example, a web-based
data center will have large storage caches equipped at both
the front-end web servers and the back-end storage servers
(see Figure 1(a) for a sample architecture). How to effec-
tively manage the aggregate cache space and improve the
overall system performance has been studied extensively
in the recent years. However, existing studies have fo-
cused on the multi-level caching problem [9, 21, 41, 42],
while to our best knowledge no research has targeted co-
ordinating the prefetching operations in a multi-level stor-
age system. In contrast to the relative lack of studies it re-
ceives, prefetching has a crucial role on multi-level server
systems. Many service applications hosted by such sys-
tems are read-intensive and possess heavily sequential ac-
cess patterns. Examples include commercial or scientific
data queries, web document processing, and multimedia
hosting/streaming. Such applications benefit tremendously
from file system prefetching.

In a multi-level system, prefetching is needed at each
level to hide the latency of fetching data blocks from the
lower layer. However, if prefetching is carried out indepen-
dently at each layer, the system will not be able to make
a coordinated use of the combined cache space. In partic-
ular, when a single-level prefetching algorithm is too con-
servative or too aggressive for a certain application work-
load, this mismatch will be magnified when multiple levels
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Figure 1. Sample architecture and behavior of uncoordinated multi-level prefetching

of prefetching are stacked up together.

On one hand, a conservative prefetching scheme, when
applied to the lower level, may not be able to effectively
use the cache space to hide I/O costs. Other researchers
have recently observed that due to the low temporal locality
at the lower level caused by higher-level caching, as well
as the increasingly bottleneck-prone storage device perfor-
mance, aggressive lower-level prefetching is especially ap-
pealing [28]. The lower level cache space may be better uti-
lized when used as a staging area for higher levels to hide
disk I/O costs, than as a backing store for demand paging.
Also, aggressive lower-level prefetching helps handle the
larger and more bursty requests caused by the batching ef-
fect of upper-level prefetching. Conservative prefetching
at the upper level may use a small, fixed prefetch depth,
or grow the prefetching depth very slowly. This in turn
gives the lower level less encouragement for prefetching
even with highly sequential accesses. Therefore, a slightly
conservative single-level prefetching algorithm may need to
be speeded up a lot when applied to multiple levels.

On the other hand, as people realize the growing appeal
of prefetching [33], more aggressive prefetching strategies
are likely to be adopted at each level. When multiple such
uncoordinated software layers are stacked together, there is
a compounding effect causing overly aggressive prefetch-
ing, which may significantly increase the burden of the stor-
age devices, waste both the cache space and the I/O band-
width, and degrade the application performance. Known
problems associated with aggressive prefetching will be in-
tensified when a system is expanded into multiple layers
with uncoordinated prefetching: namely cache pollution
(too eager prefetching taking space from more useful data)
and prefetch wastage (prefetched data being evicted before
they are used) [19]. Also, aggressive multi-level prefetching
may accumulate many prefetched data blocks in the lower
level cache even after such blocks have been passed up to
the upper level, which is especially undesirable when the ac-
cess pattern is mostly random or a mixture of sequential and

random accesses. Finally, these problems related to aggres-
sive prefetching can further be aggravated when the system
employs a n-to-1 or n-to-m(n > m) mapping between the
clients and servers, requiring each server’s space and band-
width resources to be split between multiple clients.

Figures 1(b) and 1(c) demonstrate the problems with un-
coordinated multi-level prefetching, using a fixed prefetch-
ing depth of 4. In this example, the upper level cache is
larger than the lower level one. After access point (i) the
upper-level will prefetch blocks 2-4, triggering the lower
level to prefetch blocks 5-8. With a limited lower-level
cache size, prefetched block 5 will be flushed out of cache at
point (ii) by the accesses of three random blocks. Therefore
when block 5 is needed by the upper level, both levels will
suffer a miss. Besides, after both access points (i) and (iii),
redundant blocks are cached in both levels, while prefetched
data have a lower chance of being requested again, at least
at the lower level. In addition, the unnecessary prefetch-
ing of blocks 9-12 at the end of the sequential run will be
extended to blocks 13-16 at the lower level.

Contributions In this paper, we present a novel approach
to the above problems. Rather than designing new, coordi-
nated multi-level prefetching algorithms, we look into how
to extend existing single-level algorithms to work in a coor-
dinated manner in multi-level systems. This is motivated by
the fact that different prefetching algorithms are chosen by
real-world systems based on the expected application ac-
cess pattern, and the complexity of multi-level servers or
data centers is growing. The coordination component built
with this approach, called PreFetching Coordinator (PFC)
will act like an “extension cord” that connects the exist-
ing prefetching algorithms at different levels, each working
on top of an existing cache management strategy. Further,
PFC enables coordinated prefetching across more than two
levels, and potentially the stacking of different prefetching
algorithms. Finally, PFC does not require any application
hints or a-priori knowledge on applications’ access pattern.

The main idea behind PFC’s operation is to place an



immediate layer of intelligence between the upper- and
lower-level strategies for prefetching and cache replace-
ment. By observing the upper-level requests and the lower-
level prefetching behavior, PFC detects whether the current
prefetching is too aggressive or too conservative, and tries to
refrain or boost the lower-level prefetching activity, while at
the same time avoiding caching prefetched data redundantly
at multiple levels.

We designed a novel PFC algorithm that acts as a mid-
dleman between two adjacent levels of caching/prefetching,
and is independent of the specific prefetching or replace-
ment algorithms adopted at each level. PFC is adaptive,
transparent to applications, and maintains the I/O interface
between the multiple levels.

We evaluated PFC with a verified multi-level simulator,
along with an accurate disk simulator, using multiple stor-
age system and application access traces. In our simulator
we implemented four well known prefetching algorithms
used in real systems: P-Block ReadAhead (RA), Linux ker-
nel prefetching, SARC, and AMP. Our experiments show
that for all the algorithms, when they are applied to a two-
level storage system, the addition of PFC can considerably
improve the overall system performance (in terms of aver-
age request response time), by up to 52% and on average
16%. In particular, PFC is able to regulate the prefetch-
ing aggressiveness and achieve a performance improvement
for all types of trace workloads: highly sequential, highly
random, and mixed patterns. Besides lowering the request
processing time, PFC enhances the overall system resource
utilization by reducing redundant caching and controlling
wasted prefetch when cache space becomes tight.

2 Background

2.1 Related Work

Prefetching Prefetching techniques for single-level sys-
tems have been widely studied [38]. Many prefetching
algorithms were proposed to answer the key questions of
“what to prefetch” and “when to prefetch”. Gill et al. re-
cently gave a quite comprehensive classification of exist-
ing prefetching approaches [19]. It indicates that although
many sophisticated algorithms have been proposed to per-
form stride-based [17, 24, 12, 1] or history-based prefetch-
ing [27] to “guess” the best blocks to prefetch next, most
commercial storage systems adopt simple schemes such
as sequential prefetching. The reason is that sequential
prefetching is able to provide good long-term prefetching
accuracy for diverse workloads, without imposing the cost
of extra I/O involved in maintaining and using the access
history. While PFC is algorithm-independent, our discus-
sion and evaluation are focused on sequential prefetching.

Although there are a wealth of studies on multi-layer
cache management, existing work on multi-layer prefetch-

ing is quite limited. Research efforts that we are aware
of are on multi-layer hardware prefetching for the CPU
caches [6, 16], which use fixed, uncoordinated strategies
at different cache levels. The DiskSeen [15] technique ex-
ploits knowledge of on-disk data layout to direct efficient
file-level prefetching. The most related work to ours is
STEP [28], which is motivated by the need to perform ag-
gressive lower-level prefetching. STEP accurately detects
sequential access patterns as well as disk thrashing patterns,
and makes prefetching decisions accordingly. Like PFC,
STEP optimizes the lower-level prefetching behavior with
the awareness of upper-level prefetching or caching. How-
ever, it promotes aggressive lower-level prefetching, while
PFC may moderate the lower-level activity both ways. In
addition, STEP is itself a stand-alone lower-level prefetch-
ing algorithm, while PFC is a portable, generic optimization
that can be applied to any single-level prefetching/caching
algorithms. Finally, STEP was shown to improve the
multi-level system performance significantly with sequen-
tial workloads while having no impact on handling random
workloads. In contrast, our results show PFC brings consid-
erable performance gain to both types of workloads.

Some other studies on multi-level systems utilize appli-
cation hints to direct prefetching [7, 34]. PFC, on the other
hand, does not require such hints or modification to the
inter-level I/O interfaces.

Space coordination between prefetching and demand
paging Besides the problems of “what to prefetch” and
“when to prefetch”, another important issue in prefetching
is how to allocate the shared memory cache space among
prefetched and demand paged data. There are a number
of previous studies about managing prefetched data in a
cache shared with demand paged data [5, 23, 32, 26]. Sev-
eral other solutions alleviate the problem of cache pollu-
tion [35, 31] by carefully limiting the space that prefetched
data can use. As a recent example, the SARC algorithm [20]
uses two separate LRU queues for sequential and random
data respectively, and adjusts their sizes according to the ac-
cess pattern. As we show in this paper, PFC can seamlessly
work together with such techniques.

Multi-level cache management There have been many
research studies in the contexts of demand paging and gen-
eral cache management for multi-level storage systems.
Previous research in different environments has noticed the
weakness of LRU-like algorithms for lower level buffer
cache in a hierarchy [14, 30] and pointed out feasible so-
lutions for different systems [4, 40, 43]. This group of work
focuses on improving the lower-level caching performance
in reaction to the upper-level caching effect.

There has also been work on collaborative caching
across multiple layers of storage. Chen et al. categorized
existing work on multi-level buffer cache collaboration into
two paradigms [8]: hierarchy-aware caching [9, 2, 43]



and aggressively-collaborative caching [13, 41, 21]. The
authors indicate that although aggressively-collaborative
caching utilizes the aggregate buffer cache space more suf-
ficiently, hierarchy-aware caching has the advantage of be-
ing transparent to the storage client software. Their empir-
ical evaluation based on typical commercial storage system
workloads reveals that if local optimizations are properly
applied, the performance gain of aggressively-collaborative
caching over hierarchy-aware caching is actually very lim-
ited. PFC can be viewed as a hierarchy-aware strategy for
multi-level prefetching.

One category of collaborative cache management partic-
ularly related to our approach is exclusive caching, using
mechanisms such as a DEMOTE operation [41], eviction-
based data placement [9], or having the client side keeping
track of the server cache status [2]. For single-level sys-
tems, the Free-behind technique [29], used in Solaris, tries
to evict sequentially accessed blocks. In a sense, PFC im-
plicitly performs exclusive caching by selectively bypassing
the lower-level cache. Like the above approaches, this by-
passing helps preserve the combined cache space. However,
PFC is unique by performing prefetching-aware bypassing
to actively throttle the prefetching aggressiveness.

Improving the cache hit ratio has traditionally been the
goal of cache management research. In a more recent work,
however, Yadgar et al. introduce a new algorithm called
Karma [42], whose optimization goal is the overall I/O cost
instead of hit ratios. Karma is shown to outperform existing
multi-level caching solutions given certain I/O hints. Like
Karma, PFC tries to minimize the overall I/O time. How-
ever, instead of using hints, PFC works through a feedback
system based on the dynamic interplay of application access
pattern, cache space distribution, and hardware speed.

Finally, most hierarchy-aware multi-level cache manage-
ment schemes [9, 2, 43] also accommodate multi-client set-
tings. The discussion and evaluation of this paper is lim-
ited to single-client scenarios (which indeed represent a sig-
nificant portion of real-world multi-level storage environ-
ments [8]). However, PFC can be easily extended to work
with both multi-client systems and multi-stream workloads,
since it takes a light-weight approach by adjusting prefetch-
ing parameters rather than explicitly performing cross-layer
data placement.

2.2 Sequential Prefetching Overview and
Sample Algorithms

While there have been more sophisticated strategies pro-
posed, such as history-based prefetching [22, 39, 25], our
discussion focuses on sequential prefetching, where a set
of contiguous blocks beyond the ones requested will be
prefetched. Sequential prefetching is used by most commer-
cial systems as it achieves long-term prefetching effective-
ness without making assumptions on the application access

pattern or incurring extra I/O in making predictions [19].
For sequential prefetching, there are two common deci-
sions made by a prefetching algorithm: “how much to
prefetch” and “when to prefetch”. Many prefetching algo-
rithms used in actual systems today are adaptive and adjust
the prefetch degree (p) dynamically according to the access
pattern observed, prefetching farther beyond the requested
blocks if the sequential access pattern is confirmed by hits
on prefetched blocks. Regarding the timing of prefetching
operations, synchronous algorithms issue a prefetch request
only when there is a cache miss, while asynchronous algo-
rithms generally use a trigger distance (g) to start prefetch-
ing when there is a hit: the next batch of blocks will be
prefetched when the block with a distance of g from the
end of the set of prefetched blocks is accessed. Some asyn-
chronous prefetching algorithms, such as RA and Linux (to
be introduced below), do not have a trigger distance, but
trigger prefetching on each hit and each miss.

Below we briefly describe several representative
prefetching algorithms that are used in our study. We im-
plemented these algorithms in our simulator and evaluated
PFC’s impact on their two-level performance.

RA The P-block Readahead prefetching algorithm (RA)
is an extension of the OBL (One-Block Lookahead) [36] al-
gorithm, by increasing the prefetch degree p from 1 to P . P

can be either fixed or adaptive [11, 37]. In our experiments,
we used a fixed degree of P = 4. Thus RA has a relatively
conservative behavior compared with other algorithms for
sequential workloads, but a rather aggressive behavior for
random workloads.

Linux prefetching The Linux prefetching algorithm
maintains for each file a read-ahead group, which contains
all the blocks prefetched on the current file access and a
read-ahead window, which contains both the current and
the previous read-ahead groups. The algorithm determines
that the file is accessed sequentially if the next access is
within the read-ahead window and will prefetch another
group with twice the size as the current read-ahead group.
This way, sequential accesses will double the prefetch de-
gree, until the read-ahead group size reaches a pre-defined
maximum value, set to be 32 blocks in 2.6.x kernels. If the
next access is outside the read-ahead window, the algorithm
will resort to conservative prefetching and only prefetch
a minimum number of blocks (by default 3) after the on-
demand block.

Is has been shown that the Linux kernel prefetching
has significant impact on buffer cache replacement algo-
rithms [3]. Among the prefetching algorithms we have ex-
perimented with, the Linux kernel prefetching algorithm
is the most aggressive one, with an exponentially growing
prefetching degree, which is aggravated when performed at
two or more levels. In addition, compared to other algo-
rithms we found that Linux prefetching obtains consider-



able performance gain by maintaining per-file prefetching
parameters.

SARC SARC [20] was developed at IBM and deployed
in the IBM flagship storage controllers DS6000/8000. Un-
like the other algorithms we examined, SARC is actually a
combined algorithm doing both prefetching and cache man-
agement. It uses a fixed prefetch degree p and a fixed trig-
ger distance g. To handle mixed workloads that contain
both sequential and random accesses, SARC maintains two
LRU queues, namely SEQ and RANDOM, for sequential
and random data, respectively. It optimizes the use of the
fixed cache space by equalizing the marginal utility of the
two queues.

AMP The AMP algorithm [19] is proposed recently to co-
ordinate prefetching in multiple sequential access streams
and has been deployed by the new IBM DS8000 system re-
leased in Oct. 2007. It adjusts both p and g dynamically
and coordinates the prefetching of multiple access streams.
The design of AMP was based on the observation that the
cache space is best utilized when the prefetch degree for
stream i is equal to the product of the request rate of stream
i and the average cache life. AMP increases pi when the
sequential access pattern is confirmed and reduces pi when
it detects overly aggressive prefetching (from the eviction
of prefetched blocks that have not been accessed). The trig-
ger distance gi is reduced when pi is reduced, and increased
when the prefetched block is found to be waited on by an
on-demand request, which indicates that the prefetching has
not been triggered early enough.

3 Hierarchy-aware Prefetching with PFC

3.1 PFC Architecture

Although PFC is designed to be able to apply to systems
with more than two levels, we focus on two-level systems (a
common architecture in today’s multi-level storage systems
and data centers) in our discussion and experiments. For
brevity, we refer to the upper (client) level as L1 and the
lower (server) level as L2, for the rest of the paper.

As mentioned in Section 1, the multi-level prefetching
problem presents somewhat conflicting demands. The goal
of PFC is to moderate the prefetching process to achieve
a desired level of aggressiveness in order to improve the
overall system performance and resource utilization. The
major design question here is “where should PFC reside”,
L1, L2, or both? We decide to place PFC in L2, as an
intermediate layer between the client and the server’s na-
tive prefetching and cache management, for a more portable
and algorithm-independent design. A previous study [8] on
multi-level cache management reveals that it is not worth-
while to sacrifice the transparency of the L1/L2 interface to

add “aggressively-collaborative” mechanisms at the client
side. In contrast, “hierarchy-aware” mechanisms sitting
at the server side that leverage the knowledge gathered
on the upper-level cache to perform intelligent cache re-
placement are more feasible and can achieve similar per-
formance gains. We believe this also applies to the multi-
level prefetching scenario, and our empirical results from
implementing and evaluating a client-side prefetching coor-
dination scheme indicate the same. Due to the space limit,
in this paper we only discuss our proposed server-side PFC
design.
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Figure 2. Software architecture for two-level
systems using PFC.

Figure 2 illustrates the location and interfaces of the PFC
module, and give an overview of how it functions (with
more details and the algorithm discussed in 3.2). PFC re-
sides at the server side as an intermediate gateway between
the client node and the server-side I/O request processing.
It intercepts the client requests (which may have included
client-side prefetching), and relay data blocks between the
client interface and the L2 I/O stack. It may query the L2
cache status and find out whether a certain block is cur-
rently cached. In general, PFC is aware of the existence
of caching/prefetching both above and beneath the L1/L2
interface, but unaware of the actual strategies used.

Based on the observed L1 requests and the L2 cache in-
ventory regarding requested blocks, PFC detects whether
the L2 prefetching may be too conservative or too aggres-
sive. For example, it can infer the aggressiveness of L1
prefetching by looking at the request size, or that of L2
prefetching by checking how many blocks beyond those ac-
cessed by L1 have been stocked in the L2 cache. Depending
on the situation, PFC may take one or both of the following
two actions:

• bypass: bypassing the L2 cache and directly feed some
or all of the requested blocks to L1. PFC does this
by interacting directly with the L2 I/O scheduler, or
drawing cached blocks from the L2 cache without no-
tifying the L2 native caching/prefetching unit of a hit.
This action serves two purposes: 1) slowing down
L2 prefetching by “faking” an L1 access stream with
weakened sequential pattern, and 2) performing exclu-
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sive caching on sequentially accessed blocks by avoid-
ing caching them in L2.

• readmore: appending additional blocks to prefetch to
the original L1 request. This action speeds up L2
prefetching when PFC decides the native L2 strategy
is not aggressive enough.

3.2 PFC Algorithm

The goal of the PFC algorithm is to adaptively select a
proper degree of aggressiveness in prefetching and make ef-
ficient use of L2 cache space. As mentioned in the previous
section, PFC accomplishes this by activating one or both of
two somewhat counter-acting operations: bypass and read-
more. Figure 3 illustrates possible actions on a sample re-
quest issued by L1. In this example, the original request
contains consecutive blocks 1-5. PFC may decide to bypass
the first three blocks, and perform additional prefetching of
its own for “readmore” blocks 6-8. This way, the request for
blocks 1-3 are directly issued by PFC to the L2 I/O sched-
uler, while the L2 native caching/prefetching unit sees an
altered request for blocks 4-8.

Algorithm 1: PFC Process Req(requ = [startu, endu])

req size = endu − startu + 1;
avg req size = average request size so far;
max rm size = MAX(req size, avg req size);
PFC Set Param(requ);

startpfc = startu + bypass length;
endpfc = endu + readmore length;
process request [startu, startpfc − 1] directly;
forward request [startpfc, endpfc] to native L2 processing;

/*Insert new items into queues*/
if bypass queue or readmore queue is full then

evict oldest items until required space is available;
insert [startu, startpfc − 1] into bypass queue;
endrm = endpfc + max rm size;
insert [endpfc, endrm] into readmore queue;

Note that PFC’s bypass action intercepts L1 requests
from reaching L2, but may still access L2 cached data. In
this example, blocks 1-3 will not be requested through the
native L2 caching/prefetching modules. However, if some

of these blocks are already cached in L2, PFC will serve
L1 by reading them from the L2 cache rather than going to
the disk. This way, the L2 cache may get a “silent hit” not
registered with the native caching/prefetching algorithm.

The key decisions the PFC algorithm has to make, of
course, are “when” and “how much” to perform bypass
and/or readmore. Intuitively, the bypass blocks should be
a prefix of the original request, as they are expected to be
accessed first and ought to be cached closer to the applica-
tion. At the same time, the readmore blocks should be the
blocks immediately following the original request. The re-
maining challenge is to determine the trigger condition and
the degree for each action.

To perform such dynamic decision-making, PFC man-
ages two queues, the bypass queue and the readmore queue.
These queues do not store real data blocks, but block
numbers. Both are initially empty, and maintained with
the LRU policy (the least recently inserted or re-accessed
blocks are evicted when the queue is full). In our ex-
periments, we set the maximum size of both queues to
10% of the L2 cache size. The queues help PFC detect
the need to increase/decrease the bypass or readmore lev-
els, by setting the key PFC parameters bypass length and
eadmore length, which are both initialized as 0.

The PFC request processing procedure is given in Al-
gorithm 1, which takes the original L1 request, compute
the PFC parameters by calling subroutine PFC Set Param()
(Algorithm 2), and process the request with optional by-
pass and readmore actions accordingly. Finally, some of
the requested blocks are added to the appropriate queue if
they are not already there. Here PFC treats the two queues
differently. The bypassed blocks are added to the bypass
queue. However for the readmore queue, rather than adding
the readmore blocks PFC appended to the L1 request, it
adds blocks in a readmore window following those read-
more blocks to the readmore queue. The size of this window
is determined by a parameter max rm size, calculated in
Algorithm 1 from the current and average request sizes.

Algorithm 2 describes how PFC set bypass length and
readmore length. Basically, PFC monitors the request
pattern, as well as the hit status of requested blocks in the L2
cache and both PFC queues, to determine whether it needs
to increase/decrease the bypass/readmore activities.

One upfront step is to check whether the L1/L2 prefetch-
ing is already quite aggressive. PFC considers the for-
mer true if the L1 request appears large (longer than half
of the average L1 request size), and the latter true if
as many blocks as requested immediately beyond the re-
quested range are already stocked up in the L2 cache. In
these cases, PFC will choose to bypass the entire L1 re-
quest, and set readmore length to 0.

If neither condition above is satisfied, PFC will perform
more detailed checking to see whether any blocks requested



Algorithm 2: PFC Set Param(requ = [startu, endu])

hit cache = hit bypass = hit readmore = false;

/* Check against aggressive L1/L2 prefetching */
if ((req size > 1

2
avg req size) or

([endu, endu + req size] ∈ cache)) then
bypass length = req size;
readmore length = 0;
return;

endif

/* Check hit status of L2 cache and PFC queues */
for startu ≤ x ≤ endu do

if x ∈ cache then hit cache = true;
if x ∈ bypass queue then hit bypass = true;
if x ∈ readmore queue then hit readmore = true;

endfor

/* Adjust PFC parameters */
if !hit bypass then bypass length + +;
if !hit cache then

if hit bypass then bypass length −−;
if hit readmore then

readmore length = max rm size;
else readmore length = 0;

endif

are found in the L2 cache, the bypass queue, or the read-
more queue. If none of the blocks have been bypassed ear-
lier, PFC assume the L1 cache can store more and increases
bypass length. Otherwise, if there are blocks found in
the bypass queue, but not in the L2 cache, PFC infers
that the L1 cache space is tight, and previously bypassed
blocks have been evicted prematurely. In reaction, it will re-
duce bypass length. The treatment of readmore length

is coarser: it will be increased to max rm size if the se-
quential access pattern anticipated is confirmed by having a
hit in the readmore queue, and reset to 0 if otherwise.

From the algorithms given, it can be observed that ran-
dom accesses are likely to be bypassed, except at the begin-
ning of the run when bypass length is zero or very small.
This is desirable since the temporal locality of L2 accesses
is expected to be low. A related issue is that in our current
PFC implementation, the lower level maintains a single set
of parameters. However, it is easy to extend PFC to main-
tain per-client or per-file contexts, in order to better handle
multiple access streams.

4 Performance Evaluation

4.1 Simulator Overview

The simulator used in our trace-driven evaluation is ex-
tended from an existing two-level storage simulator that was

used in several previous studies on multi-level cache man-
agement [43, 9, 8, 45, 46, 44], which has been validated
against real systems and released to public.

We extended this base simulator in two areas. First, we
added prefetching to both levels and implemented several
prefetching algorithms, as well as our proposed optimiza-
tion. Second, we made the simulator time-aware. The base
simulator was designed to study cache replacement algo-
rithms, for which it suffices to only consider the access se-
quence and ignore the actual timing of the requests. As ex-
isting research suggested [3], when prefetching is taken into
the picture, one should examine the overall system perfor-
mance rather than just on the cache hit ratios. To calculate
the disk I/O time, we connected our simulator to the widely
used disk simulator DiskSim [18]. We also implemented in
the simulator an I/O scheduler that imitates I/O scheduling
in Linux kernel 2.6. Finally, with the assumption that the
network interconnection between L1 and L2 is unlikely the
system bottleneck, we used a simple model [10] to com-
pute the communication cost as α + β × message size,
where α is a fixed startup latency and β determines the size-
dependent cost. In our experiments, we set α as 6 ms and
β as 0.03 ms/page, both measured through tests of TCP/IP
data transfers between two computers in a LAN.

In this paper, we assume that the system is composed of
one upper level cache, one lower level cache, and a disk,
a valid setting for many real multi-level systems [8]. How-
ever, our simulator can be easily expanded both horizontally
(to include multiple nodes at each level) and vertically (to
add more levels), by replicating nodes and disks.

4.2 Test Workloads

Our simulation uses three large real-system traces, rep-
resenting a variety of typical multi-level system workloads
and carrying different degrees of randomness in accesses.
Below we briefly describe these test traces.

SPC traces SPC1 is a widely used benchmark collection
provided by the Storage Performance Council, that has been
adopted by many previous studies on prefetching and multi-
level cache management [19, 20, 28]. We selected two
workloads from SPC, “OLTP”, traces from OLTP appli-
cations running at a large financial institution, and “Web”,
websearch traces from a popular search engine. The OLTP
trace is the most sequential one in our test workloads, with
only 11% of requests being random accesses. The Web
trace, on the other hand, is the least sequential, with 74%
of accesses random.

As our base simulator is not compatible with the newer
version of DiskSim, we used a previous version (DiskSim
2), which has been used in several recent studies [27, 44].

1http://traces.cs.umass.edu/index.php/Storage/Storage



The problem is DiskSim2 supports only older disk models
with limited capacity. For example, the largest disk capacity
allowed by DiskSim 2 is 9.1GB (with the Seagate Cheetah
9LP hard disk model used in our experiments). Due to this
limitation, also to control the total simulation time, we used
only the first 10GB of data requests from the SPC traces.
That accounts for 10.8% of requests from the OLTP and
31.3% from the Web trace, resulting in a total footprint of
529MB and 8392MB, respectively.

Purdue Multi trace We also used one of the “Multi”
traces collected by researchers at Purdue university in
2005 [3], from the concurrent execution of three applica-
tions: csscope, gcc, and viewperf. This trace accesses a total
of 12,514 files, with a combined footprint of 792MB. This is
a trace with mixed access patterns, with 25% of accesses be-
ing random. Unlike the SPC traces, where each trace record
bears an application request timestamp, the Purdue traces
were collected from running the workload benchmarks at
the throughput allowed in a test system. We followed the
way these traces were used in the Purdue researchers’ work,
by issuing the requests in a synchronous manner (only issu-
ing the next request when the current one completes).

4.3 Evaluation Results
Overall performance of PFC We evaluated PFC on the
three trace workloads described above and the four exist-
ing prefetching algorithms discussed in Section 2.2. Each
algorithm is applied to both L1 and L2. For every trace-
algorithm combination, we tested different cache settings.
The L1 cache size is set according to the trace footprint,
with a “high setting” (H) that amounts to 5% of the total
trace footprint, and a “low setting” (L) to 1%.2 When the
L1 cache size is fixed to H or L, we varied the L2 cache
size by adjusting the L2:L1 size ratio, using four configu-
rations: 200%, 100%, 10%, and 5%. This simulates differ-
ent L2 base configuration, as well as the scenario where a
single server node is simultaneously serving multiple client
request streams. At both levels, LRU is used as the cache
replacement policy, except for SARC, which comes with its
own cache management strategy. Finally, all the discussion
on hit ratio in this section is regarding the L2 cache, as we
found PFC, as a server-side optimization, has little impact
on the L1 cache hit ratio.

To compare PFC with non-prefetching-aware exclusive
caching, we implemented DU [8], which marks blocks that
have just been sent to L1 with the highest priority for evic-
tion, assuming those blocks are to be cached by L1. Like
PFC, DU is an L2 local optimization aware of the existence
of upper-level cache activities.

2The L1 cache size may seem quite small with moderate trace sizes,
compared to today’s server configuration. However, such cache sizes are
reasonable for analyzing cache behaviors, considering the increasing ap-
plication concurrency on each node and the relatively small disk size used
in this version of DiskSim.

Figure 4 shows the results of the tests using the “high”
L1 cache size setting. Since PFC is designed to moder-
ate multi-level prefetching in storage systems, we consider
the most important metrics to be 1) the overall system per-
formance (in terms of the average request response time)
and 2) the unused prefetch (in terms of the total number of
blocks that are prefetched but not accessed when evicted
or till the end of a test). The three figures in the left col-
umn plot the average response time, while the three in the
right one plot the unused prefetch in log-scale. The “low”
L1 cache setting tests yield similar results, and we omit the
figures due to the space limit.

Trace Cache Prefetch Algorithm
size AMP SARC RA Linux

200%-H 3.55% 4.64% 19.23% 11.7%
OLTP 200%-L 0.23% 32.9% 18.49% 13.07%

5%-H 0.78% 4.35% 22.54% 28.38%
5%-L 1.51% 21.96% 18.17% 51.91%

200%-H 3.03% 3.25% 11.77% 21.88%
Web 200%-L -4.67% 15.74% 4.95% 39.39%

search 5%-H 7.97% 18.96% 16.34% 39.46%
5%-L 8.16% 19.47% 16.15% 37.00%

200%-H 5.34% 22.32% 23.89% 3.54%
Multi 200%-L 5.48% 20.16% 24.74% 1.71%

5%-H 5.85% 22.22% 25.23% 1.96%
5%-L 5.74% 20.01% 24.95% 3.08%

Table 1. Summary of PFC’s improvement on
the system overall performance.

PFC is shown to improve the average response time for
94 out of the 96 test cases (with a degradation of 0.2% and
4.67% for the two left, respectively). The improvement is
up to 52%, with an average of 15.7% over all cases. For the
majority of the cases (around 75%), it also outperforms DU,
which optimizes L2 space usage by evicting blocks passed
to L1, but does not actively adjust the aggressiveness of
L2 prefetching. PFC, on the other hand, may make the L2
prefetching more aggressive or more conservative based on
the access pattern and cache status.

As can be seen from the three charts in the right column
of Figure 4, when the L2 cache size is large and the access
pattern is highly sequential (OLTP, 200% and 100% L2:L1
cache ratios), PFC will actually aggravate L2 prefetching,
resulting in higher numbers of unused prefetch. However,
the overall performance is improved due to better L2 hit ra-
tio, and the unused prefetch has a lower impact on the cache
space utilization as there are not enough random blocks to
compete for the L2 cache space. When the L2 cache size is
relatively small, or when the accesses become more ran-
dom (Multi and Web, 10% and 5% size ratios), in most
cases PFC will slow down the L2 prefetching and reduce
unused prefetch. In many of those cases, the L2 hit ratio
is worse than in the original case, but PFC helps improve
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Figure 4. Impact of PFC on overall performance and unused prefetches. Figures in the right column
use log-scale at the y-axis.

the average response time by reducing the number of disk
requests and/or making shorter requests. Both of these help
to lighten the disk workload and provide faster response to
the application requests.

One final note on Figure 4 is that PFC appears to main-
tain the relative performance of algorithms under most cir-
cumstances. This is appealing as PFC is intended to extend
existing single-level prefetching algorithms found suitable
for certain workloads to multi-level systems.

Table 1 summarizes the improvement on the average re-
quest response time with both the “high” and “low” L1
cache size settings. We can see that the most significant
improvement comes from the Linux tests (for all traces),
where PFC regulates the L2 prefetching to avoid prefetch-
ing too much when two levels of aggressive prefetching are
compounded. However, even with Linux, PFC may decide
to prefetch more aggressively at L2, such as in the cases
of OLTP, with “H” L1 cache setting and 200%/100% L2:L1
cache size ratios. In such cases, PFC generates more unused
L2 prefetch, but improves the response time by over 10%.
The other cases where PFC benefit considerably include the
SARC and RA algorithms, again for most of the trace tests.
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For OLTP and large cache configurations, PFC makes the
L2 prefetching more aggressive while for the other cases, it
will suppress L2 prefetching. For random or mixed traces
like Web or Multi, the reduced prefetching also translates
to better L2 space utilization for random blocks, in addition
to reduced I/O workload. In summary, PFC is able to make
flexible, dynamic decisions, speeding up L2 prefetching in
32 test cases and slowing it down in 64 (collected from in-
formation not shown in the table).

Case studies To take a more detailed view into PFC’s in-
teraction with the native prefetching algorithms, in Figure 5
we plotted additional metrics for two test cases, where PFC
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Figure 5. Case studies for tests where PFC obtained best and worst performance gain

obtained the most and the least performance gain (51.9%
and -4.7% improvement on the average response time).
These metrics include the L2 hit ratio, the total number of
disk requests, and the total amount of disk I/O. For both
cases, PFC decides to make the L2 prefetching more conser-
vative, and as a result, the L2 unused prefetch is reduced, so
is the L2 cache hit ratio. However, the overall performance
is impacted in quite different ways.

For the best case (Fig. 5(a)), a sequential trace like OLTP
has already triggered aggressive L1 prefetch, which is de-
tected by PFC. With a smaller L1 cache size and a small
L2:L1 cache size ratio, aggressive L2 prefetching should
be avoided. Therefore PFC’s bypassing bring a significant
improvement to the total disk request size, which in turn
generates a better average response time. For the worst case
(Fig. 5(b)), however, the algorithm (AMP) is already quite
conservative at L1 for this random trace. Therefore, the L1
to L2 requests tend to have small sizes, making it easier for
sequential accesses to trigger the threshold for PFC bypass-
ing. This way, L2 prefetching goes overly conservative and
ends up increasing both the total disk request size and the
total number of disk requests. Fortunately, such worst-case
scenario only applies to a very small fraction of all the cases
we tested.

Such case studies reveal the fact that the impact of PFC
on the L2 cache hit ratio can be far away from that on
the overall system performance. To illustrate this, in Fig-
ure 6 we summarize the differences in L2 hit ratio with
or without PFC, by showing the average L2 hit ratio for
each trace-algorithm combination. Actually, for the ma-
jority of the cases, PFC reduces (sometimes quite signifi-
cantly) the L2 hit ratio, while achieving an overall perfor-
mance gain. Such results agree with a previous finding by
other researchers that when combined with prefetching, the
cache hit ratio is no longer a reliable indication of the sys-
tem performance [3]. Our observation is the deviation be-
tween the two is much more evident in a multi-level system.

Impact of individual PFC actions Finally, we examine
the necessity of having both the “bypass” and “readmore”
actions in PFC, using the OLTP and the Web traces. Fig-
ure 7 demonstrates the effect of enabling the bypass or the

readmore action only. In most of the cases, combining the
two counter-acting operations, PFC obtains a better perfor-
mance gain than applying a single action only. One no-
table exception is for the AMP algorithm, where “readmore
only” consistently outperforms the full PFC. This indicates
that PFC is not prefetching aggressively enough for AMP,
which agrees with our previous analysis.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we analyzed the multi-level prefetching
problem and presented PFC, a hierarchy-aware optimiza-
tion that improves the performance of existing single-level
prefetching algorithms when they are applied to multi-level
systems. It automatically and dynamically adapts to the
higher-level access pattern and the lower-level cache status,
and controls the aggressiveness of the lower-level prefetch-
ing. PFC makes no assumption on the native prefetching
algorithm or the application workload, and does not mod-
ify the I/O interface between neighboring storage system
levels. Our extensive trace-driven simulation with diverse
trace workloads and cache configurations demonstrates that
PFC can deliver a consistent improvement on the average
request response time. In addition, PFC enhances the I/O re-
source utilization and potentially the system scalability, by
regulating the lower-level prefetching and reducing wasted
prefetch.

There are several directions to pursue future work. Two
particular interesting topics that we plan to study are to
investigate 1) how PFC can enhance its decision making
to better derive the upper-level prefetching behavior while
maintaining its transparency, and 2) how to extend PFC to
work with heterogeneous combinations of prefetching algo-
rithms at multiple levels.
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